CAPSTONE

SUPERIOR PROTECTION - NATURAL LOOK
Grocery stores are perhaps one of the most demanding areas for floor
finishes. High traffic with concentrated wear areas, combined with sand,
salt, rain water, food spills, and grocery carts destroy the floor. Capstone
provides the protection required in the high demanding areas of a grocery
store. Apply Capstone for a high performance, long lasting finish on ceramic, porcelain, all natural stone, or concrete.
Natural
A micro-thin film finish, Capstone provides protection with a very natural
appearance. Capstone will enhance the natural beauty of the surface, providing protection without high build and high shine.
Wear Resistance
Capstone was designed for demanding high traffic areas and problem areas such as, entrances, pivot points, and
check-out lanes. Capstone is the solution finish, providing high resistant to scratch, scuff, mar, and heavy foot traffic.
Stain & Chemical Resistance
Food spills are not a problem. Standard finishes and diamond polished floors cannot withstand many food spills.
Capstone is formulated for high chemical resistance. Acidic food spills do not damage Capstone, resistant to mustard, wine, pickle juice, soda and more. Daily clean up is easy.
No Polishing
No need to polish the floor, ever. Apply Capstone according to instructions. Clean as required.
Easy Cleaning
Stains and soil do not penetrate the surface, making cleaning fast
and efficient.
Fast and Easy - Minimal Downtime
Flat mop on two very thin (3200+ SF/gal) coats of Capstone, dry
one hour between and after 2nd coat. Return to service, fast!
Rest rooms Too!
Capstone can also be used to seal rest room floors. Capstone is suitable
in any area to protect and brighten the natural beauty of the hard surface.
Using Capstone will save on maintenance spending and will aid in keeping
the store looking great!
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